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Abstract 
Mainly due to the cyclicality in the agriculture and in farming the financing of the business means a remarkable challenge in this 
sector. Our goal is to be able to take stock the agricultural producers’ foreign liabilities besides their own capital appropriate the 
balance sheets, to analyse the technological and business conceptions connecting to a variety of financing products in the 
agricultural financing and to develop effective models. 
We can calculate on liabilities of 900-1000 billion HUF in the agriculture in 2011. The most important item is the direct bank loan 
(short and long term). The second largest item is the accounts payable. Another large items are the other short term liabilities and 
the integrator loan which is estimated at 100-150 billion HUF. 
It depends on the market position of the company's in which measure it can use the opportunity of the accounts payable. If the firm 
is able to encash its customers’ liabilities effectively and with a short deadline, while it is able to negotiate a longer payment term 
from its suppliers, it can significantly reduce or even eliminate the need for additional funding. However, if through its weak market 
position it’s facing with tight deadlines, it is no matter, how disciplined it is and how good course of business it has: additional 
funding will be necessary for it. In addition funding with accounts payable is to be said as the cheapest solution, so the weak market 
position also means more expensive financing. 
In the Hungarian agricultural sector it is typical mainly for medium-sized and large companies that they are able to dictate the terms 
of payment, while the micro and small enterprises the accounts payable as a financing alternative is less dominant. Therefore, our 
objective was to develop an agricultural structural subdivision and an effective financing model for each sector. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the cyclicality in the agriculture the financing of the business means a remarkable challenge in this sector. 
While the production process lasts, expenditures must be financed, but the additional costs resulting from the 
interruption of the incomes’ continuity are significant in this sector. If this is financed from credits, interest means 
obviously an additional cost. 
However, the particularity of the cycle has remarkable consequences for the agricultural policy. Farmers are not 
always able to cover their costs of livelihood and the cost of the expenditures during the producing period until the 
sale from their reserves. 
We think, it is an important objective, to develop a coordinated financing structure. Because the, current economic 
challenges of the global food supply cannot be answered by individual, isolated corporate strategies. (Csonka, 2012) 
Our goal is to examine the way these companies can get funding. From these methods which are the most common 
in Hungary and whether is this way of getting financing effective? Before that, however, it is important to be able to 
take stock the farmers’ external liabilities besides their equity properly. 
We worked from two sources: on the one hand, we made use of the test farm system’s queries of the Research 
Institute of Agricultural Economics (AKI), on the other hand, the finding of agricultural studies were used to determine 
the liabilities.  
The test farm system of the AKI concluded on the functioning of the domestic agricultural enterprises from the 
regular monitoring of 1,925 business units – of which 1,528 are individual farms and 392 are joint ventures – during 
the year 2011 (in 2010 1,920 units). Because of the representativity of the sample it means 105,975 observed 
enterprises altogether from the basic population, of which 99,623 are individual farms and 6,352 are joint ventures. 
First, the indebtedness of the agricultural enterprises are need to examine, namely the ratio of how many enterprise 
use external liabilities and to what extent. 
Table 1: The indebtedness of agricultural enterprise in 2008 and 2011 (percentage) 
Individual farms 2008 2011
Without liabilities         33,1           30,2   
Low indebtedness (<20%)         54,1           53,9   
Medium indebtedness         10,5           11,9   
High indebtedness (>50%)           2,3             4,0   
   
Joint ventures 2008 2011
Without liabilities           2,4             2,5   
Low indebtedness (<20%)         32,7           49,0   
Medium indebtedness         37,8           34,1   
High indebtedness (>50%)         27,1           14,4   
Source: AKI 
The relative position of individual farms has not changed in three years. In the case of joint ventures the rate of the 
agricultural enterprises with high indebtedness decreased significantly from 27.1% to 14.4%, the share of enterprises 
with low indebtedness grew considerably, they are almost half of the joint ventures. 
Overall, the level of indebtedness characteristic of partnership enterprises in the food industry is similar to the 
general national-economic average; however, there are significant variations across the branches. (Koroseczné, Parádi-
Dolgos; 2015) 
2. The sources of agricultural financing 
2.1. Direct bank financing 
The first and most common form of agricultural financing is direct bank financing. In order to put the agriculture 
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into an effective orbit, and mainly for being competitive with the foreign competitors appearing on the Hungarian land 
market, it is essential a banking system, which is able to supply credit capital for the full range of the sector, namely 
for the farms of different sizes (Lentner, 2014). For the commercial banks will become more and more attractive to 
finance agricultural enterprises, because more and more funding scheme appears, which the risk of financial 
institutions almost completely eliminates. While previously only the business activities served as ‘collateral’ for bank 
overdrafts and liquidity credits, now temporary sources are granted to the debit of such as fix called cash flows, as 
area-based subsidies or public warehouse credit to the debit of goods in a public warehouse. 
Among the liabilities of agricultural entrepreneurs credits play an important role. It is generally true for the 
financing of the Hungarian economy, such as financing also agriculture that sources are provided not from the direct 
capital market but through the banking system, from the credit market. In addition to the leasing the most important 
agricultural lending channels are financing a verticum, a transaction, a project or global financing. 
However, the role of the direct bank financing has decreased for the economic crisis. The main reasons of these can 
be summed up as follows: 
• Also the economic crisis reduced the volume of agricultural lending, especially the investment and 
development credits 
• In spite of the several preferential credit facilities banks use the simplest methods for risk management, so they 
settle high risk premiums and ask for unrealistic collateral from the actors of the sector. (Bencze. Sz; Kiss I; 2012) 
• In the domestic agriculture from 2000 the aim is to replace the short term credits and credits with market priced 
interest rates with long term credits and with credits with interest rate subsidy. As a result of the program the vast 
majority of the domestic agricultural credits became interest rate subsided in the period before the EU-accession. As 
the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) doesn’t recognize the interest subsidy as a legitimate supporting tool, after 
the EU-accession credits with interest rate subsidy cannot be granted, so the more than 1600 million EUR stock of the 
credits in 2004 decreased to 510 million EUR for 2008 and to less than 250 million EUR to 2009. (AKI 2010).  
However, stock of the credits with market priced interest rates are decreased until 2012; in 2013 there was a little 
growing, probably because the Hungarian National Bank started a new loan program. 
Fig. 1. Direct bank loan 2009-2013 (Million EUR) 
Source: AKI 2014. 
3. Indirect bank financing 
In 2008 the banking system performed 42% of the agricultural financing and in 2011 38% directly (AKI 2010), 
that’s why it’s necessary to examine the indirect methods of agricultural financing besides the direct financing 
channels. However, it should be noted that in this question is not easy to see clearly, because the banking system is 
not only lending the agricultural sector directly, but also through some intermediary channels. The reason is that there 
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is a customer base which has not direct connection with the banking system as a result of its size of management, 
financial risk and physical accessibility. This circle of farmers are not creditable for the banking system. For them 
other financing channels remain: the financing of integrators and the subordinated liabilities (member loan) play a 
highlighted role in the case of individual farms and the accounts payable is significant for joint ventures. 
The subject of this section is therefore the analysis of the non-banking and the indirect banking channels, which 
mean a crucial part (about 62%) of the agricultural financing. 
3.1. Leasing financing 
The leasing constructions in the agriculture have a role in investments, within this in machine leasing. From the 
financing opportunities for the relatively smaller agricultural producers it is an ideal solution for their problems of 
getting capital. The agricultural leading is basically viable on the market of agricultural machinery, because 
agricultural machines have a relatively well-operating secondary market, the ownership of the machine is almost in 
every cases enough collateral for the lessors. In the case of any possible payment difficulties the farmer lose its 
production tool, but he is still in an incomparable better situation as if the credit institution enforce its right to the 
mortgage on the property. Another advantage of the agricultural leasing is that the leasing companies     take the sector 
specific seasonality into consideration (Lízingszövetség; 2015). The leasing stock compared to the total external 
liabilities was 11% in 2008 and 7% in 2011. We call attention to a downward trend from 2009 to 2013. 
         Table 2: The leasing-stock of agricultural enterprises 
 Leasing-stock (million EUR)
2007      281,49     
2008      418,55     
2009      397,00     
2010      316,36     
2011      276,14     
2012      200,75     
2013      174,80     
Source: AKI 
3.2. Factoring 
The role of factoring in the financing of agricultural enterprises has earlier a decreasing and later an increasing 
importance in connection with the crisis in 2008. Unfortunately within the turnover of the domestic factoring houses 
the factoring with agricultural aims produces a marginal turnover, it was 129 million EUR in 2011. 
The role of factoring shows Figure 1., which contains the turnover of the Hungarian factoring houses between 2007 
and 2011, within this the measure of the agricultural factoring is shown separately. Compared with 2007 a nominal 
decrease can be observed, but compared with 2010 the turnover of the agricultural factoring doubled in 2011. 
Factoring is basically appropriate for the circle of agricultural entrepreneurs for whom on the one hand because of 
their size bigger sources cannot be granted to handle their trade debtors and on the other hand they cannot meet the 
requirements of the banks’ rigorous credit review. Both factors make factoring for an important financing tool for 
small enterprises.  
The share of factoring is lower than the possible share of agriculture in the national economy because of the national 
economic average exceeding black economy in agriculture and of the more unpredictable duration. Mainly the 
factoring of government subsidies and investments are significant.  
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Fig. 2: The total turnover of the factoring houses in Hungary 
Source: AKI 
To sum it up we can say that the 1-3% of agricultural factoring in 2008-2011 plays a very small role in financing 
the agriculture, and it isn’t likely to change in the near future.  
3.3. Financing of integrators 
The financing of integrators has an important role in purchasing of machines, large amount of inputs, and financing 
the distribution chain. In Hungary the integrators have a relevant position in acquisition, but in sale their influence is 
smaller than their possible role.  
Between the integrators and the producers was a relatively close relationship, so it is not surprising, that a part of 
the integrators searched some producers having connection with them to create a producer group with the knowledge 
of support opportunities.   That is why it is understandable that – regarding to the short deadline for proposals – the 
members of these groups were primarily producers affiliated with the integrators. In these groups, the integrator 
typically undertakes to finance the production, it lends with up to 5-10% points lower interest rates in comparison as 
if the producers (especially the smaller ones) would turn to financial institutions one by one. (Villányi, Vasa, 2007) 
The agricultural entrepreneur has its produce financed with an integrator contract, and after the sale of the product 
is fulfils its liabilities toward the integrator. The integrator can be business organization or individual entrepreneur. 
According to the integrator contract the integrator:  
• Helps and coordinates the production of the integrated partner 
• The partner of the contract finance partly or totally the current asset needed to produce. 
• Buys up the product in order to processing or resell (except of the case, if the partners agreed differently in 
the contract) 
• At least 70% of the purchase price will be equalized in 30 day after receipt, the remaining amount within a 
further thirty days. 
• It demands technical and / or administrative services on request 
• The required subsidies and discounts will be passed for the integrator and it enforces them in the accounts. 
Based on the integrator contract the integrator typically doesn’t give money but product to the farmer belonging to 
the circle. As a guarantee the integrators usually make the farmers take out insurance. The options contract is frequent, 
the bill of exchange and the joint and several guarantee occur as well. 
The lending process of the integrator can be successful and fill the gap, because they know the farmers better than 
the credit institutions, so they can decrease their lending risk with choosing their partners without operating a particular 
credit scoring system. 
As the integration activity cannot be separated from the basic activity of a business organization, the measure of 
the integration activity can only be estimated. Based on the AKI estimations (AKI 2010) the annual approx 250-360 
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million EUR stock of the classical, nationally-known integrators cover about the two third of the integration activity. 
The rest one third, approx. 110-180 million EUR is made by the small integrators classified as traders. Based on these 
estimations the financing of integrators ‘measure can be annual 360-540 million EUR. 
4. Non-bank financing methods 
In our point (indirect agricultural financing) of view the following indirect financing sources can be identified: 
• Accounts payable 
• Advances 
• Subordinated liabilities (member loan) 
4.1. Accounts payable 
The accounts payable is the unpaid amount of the purchase of goods and services. This channel has become the 
second most important factor in agricultural lending next to bank lending, nearly a quarter of the agricultural financing 
comes from this source. The accounts payable has reached this seize, because agricultural suppliers compete primarily 
with price, but they are working out longer and longer-term deferred pay schemes. 
Analyzing the relevance of the accounts payable further, we can notice, that by the bigger, typically joint ventures 
the role of the accounts payable is more important inside all of the funding. The smaller entrepreneurs don’t get supplier 
credit on the one hand (they can purchase only with prompt payment), on the other hand their accounts payable is 
smaller because they avail themselves the channel of the financing of integrators. 
The volume of accounts payable increase nearly 25 percent between 2009 and 2013: from 681,8 million EUR to 
831,9 million EUR. 
Fig. 3: Accounts payable of agricultural joint ventures 2009-2013 
Source: Fazekas 2015 
4.2. Advances 
In the case of customer advances, the customer perform the payment before the product is placed in possession 
during the purchase. The role of advances were significant before 1990, since then because of the food industry’s crisis 
this role is small. The financially strong retailer chains would be able to lend advances, but – because of their dominant 
position – the funding position is reversed: farmers finance the retail chains. 
The ratio of customer advances is insignificant: in the average of the years 2003-2008 in the case of individual 
farms the short term liabilities are about 1%, in the case of joint ventures it is 0.5-1.7%. (AKI 2010) 
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4.3. Subordinated liabilities (member loan) 
The member loan is classified logically to the equity, but formally it’s a liability, however it doesn’t come from an 
external source. The subordinated liabilities and the member loan can be handled as almost the same category in the 
point of our topic’s view, because based on the FADN data base of AKI 90-99% of the subordinated liabilities are 
member loans. 
The subordinated liabilities (member loan) are significant items with their 6.1% of all liabilities. At the same time, 
it is 1% in the case of joint ventures, but in the case of individual farms it is 35%, so especially for individual farmers 
it is an important financing item. (AKI, 2010)  
Fig. 4: The distribution of subordinated liabilities 
Source: AKI 2010 
From Figure 2 the same conclusion can be drawn: the subordinated liabilities are essential for micro enterprises, 
for the small enterprises they become always more important, for the other agricultural enterprises they are not 
relevant. 
5. The financing structure of the Hungarian agriculture in 2008 and in 2011  
For summing it up Table 3. contains the structure of agricultural financing. From this table we can see, that a vast 
majority of financing is bank financing, however its ratio decreased from 2008 to 2011. Accounts payable, other credits 
and the financing of integrators follow the above mentioned, they had nearly the same ratio, while the financing role 
of the leasing and factoring is small. 
Table 3: The financing structure of agriculture in 2008 and 2011 (in %) 
 2008 2011
Bank loan 42 38
Accounts payable 18 21
Other liabilities 13 18
Loan of integrators 15 13
Leasing 11 7
Factoring 1 3
Source: AKI 
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Gábor Kemény (Kemény 2013) works with very similar and only a slightly different ratios. It must be emphasized, 
that the banking system gives 37% of all of external liabilities, which ratio decreased with 5 percentage point compared 
with 2008. The ratio of direct and indirect bank financing is 55%, which shows a 6 percentage point decrease compared 
with 2008.  
Fig. 5. The share of the financing institutions in the agriculture’s external liabilities in 2011 
Source: Kemény 2013 
Here in 2011 the financing of agricultural enterprises was approx. 3,5 billion EUR. These values can be partly only 
estimated, that’s why we can find differences between the mentioned values. The direct bank financing (short and long 
term) means the most important item of financing. The second biggest item is the accounts payable. Another big item 
is the other short term liability, the most important and the biggest part of which is the financing of integrators. It is in 
2008 and in 2011, 400-540 million EUR according to the estimations, so it provides 10-15% of the sector’s financing. 
Factoring financing can be found in the same place, which annual turnover reaches 110-125 million EUR.
Overall, the main capital funders of the agriculture are in order: banks, suppliers, integrators, leasing companies 
and factoring companies. However, if we count the companies offering professional bank loan, we can conclude that 
the weight of the bank financing is much higher because financial intermediaries such as the leasing and factoring 
companies as well finance their customers from direct bank sources, and this statement is at least half partly true for 
integrators as well (the other half of their loans financed by suppliers). So finally 61% of the agriculture’s liabilities 
are financed directly or indirectly by banks and nearly 26% are financed by the suppliers. 
6. Conclusion and looking ahead to the future 
The public and private sources must be mobilized, the lending techniques must be developed and it must be achieved 
that the banking sector (public and private) and other financial intermediaries get involved to a greater extent into the 
rural development in order to reduce the financial disadvantages of the SMEs, to stimulate the productive investments 
and to develop the rural economy versatile.  
The expansion points (compared with their weak position in the present agricultural financing) of the credit supply 
of Hungarian agricultural sector, which has fragmented ownership structure and management system, can be the  
savings cooperatives with increased, to the EU norms fitting capital stock, after a significant concentration process, 
because on the one hand geographically, on the other hand in mentality, based on their attitude to agricultural activity, 
these institutions are closest to the establishment of agricultural enterprises. This requires that they can raise their 
future liabilities and rationalize the operation. 
It would be advantageous to encourage verticum financing. During the verticum financing credit institutions finance 
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the whole agriculture. For a credit institutions the most safety and the most comfortable method is to finance the whole 
verticum by the integrator, which produces the final product and it is usually creditable. This integrator is generally 
not only organizes financial processes, but also has real economic activity: organizes the circle of the suppliers, 
determines the quality and provides advice. 
Based on the above, verticum financing seems to be appropriate to finance the domestic agricultural sector, if the 
circle of integrators – which is in the substantial number of cases a foreign company - makes appropriate connections 
with the circle of domestic producers and doesn’t prefer its own, external suppliers.  This idea is reflected in the 
suppliers program of the Hungarian Foundation for Enterprise Development as well, and also during the efforts on the 
developments of the supply companies’ quality management systems. 
A further advantage of the integration construction: it can eliminate the financial irregularities occurred by 
seasonality of agriculture, because the integrator is usually independent from the seasonality of agriculture and 
weather. This follows on the one hand from the multifaceted activities of the integrators, from their diversified structure 
of production and sales, on the other hand from the multi-annual, agricultural season-border contracting possibilities, 
The benefits of the verticum financing should be supported in Hungary in any case in addition to the existing efforts, 
even if it goes together with the potential rise of the smaller agricultural enterprises’ vulnerability. 
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